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LOVE IS IN THE AIR: FEBRUARY BRINGS TWO TROGONS TO NEST!

This month we are surrounded by romance, close to our fern
decorated entrance we spotted up in the trees two Trogons nesting!
The word 'trogon' in Greek means nibbling, and makes reference to
the way these birds create space for their nest. Gently biting through
trees' bark or termite nests, we watched them build their future

home. Trogons mainly feed on insects and fruits, are in the same
Family as the famous Resplendent Quetzal and can be found all
throughout the world. They typically have 2 to 4 eggs that can be
white or light rose. We eagerly await these little Trogons!

RECIPE OF THE MONTH: SPICYING IT UP WITH
CHILERO
For those who like their plates to have a little bit of heat, we
share the recipe of our famous chilero:

-1 kg chiles (aji, panameno, habanero)
-3 cups olive oil
-3 cups white vinegar
-1 tbsp salt
-1 tbsp sugar
-4 big carrots (can substitute with yuplon or starfruit)
Mix this amount (or desired proportion) of ingredients in a
blender. Serve in small quantities with meats, rice and beans or
other dishes. Refrigerate when not being consumed.
Behind the spicy feeling, chilis that spice our cuisine have
capsaicin, which can be used as an analgesic for rheumatoid
arthitis, psoriasis and other

neuropathologies.
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Costa Rican born Nango Murray is a certified Yoga Teacher in
Interdisciplinary Yoga. She combines in her classes the different Yoga
styles of Iyengar and Anusara Yoga in a Vinyasa style. Nango has
received training in the Teacher’s Interdisciplinary Yoga Program from
the renowned Nosara Yoga Institute in Costa Rica (2004), an Iyengar
course in Bali, Indoneisa (2013), as well as multiple imersions and
workshops in Anusara Yoga. We have the honor of hosting her and a
group once more at Macaw this upcoming February. There is still a
chance to sign up!

THEOBROMINE: INSIDE CHOCOLATE
The active compound in cacao plant seed is called theobromine and is a molecule
very similar to that of caffeine. Just as coffee, it stimulates the cardiac system and
makes us feel alert, awake! It produces a slight euphoric feeling of well being and
contrasting caffeine, does not create addiction. The Olmecs in Mexico were the first
civilization to drink cacao, during religious ceremonies or for medicinal purposes.
The Mayans prepared and served cacao liquid and hot. It is until the arrival of the
Europeans that chocolate is mixed with sugar, milk and turned into solid. The story
of cacao is very interesting, come listen to it surrounded by our cacao plantation.
Our expert Stephanie Mermet gives the Cacao Tour multiple times a week!
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